






 



VISTA 26 September 2017 Mao Chenyu 

“The Authentic Rembrandts are Finally Here in China” 

 

 

What lies on these canvases are not just colors, but indeed the best 100 years in the Netherlands 

 

From June 2017 to February 2018, in Beijing then Shanghai, Chinese viewers who have been 

“cheated” many times in the past finally will be able to experience a genuine Rembrandt 

exhibition 

 

One early morning at the beginning of June, a large van drove through Chang’an avenue and 

ultimately stopped in front of the National Museum of China. 

 

Several people proceeded to unload a few sizable boxes from the van with extreme caution and 

to head silently towards the South Exhibition Hall No.8. Every night during the week that 

followed, additional large boxes would be moved into the museum – sometimes three, 

sometimes four, sometimes a dozen. These arrived from France and America and contained 74 

paintings produced by 17
th

 century Dutch artists. Among them, 11 authentic works by 

Rembrandt as well as Young Woman Seated at a Virginal by Vermeer which would be 

exhibited in China for the first time. Vermeer has been regarded as one of the three “greatest 

Dutch masters”, together with Rembrandt and Van Gogh. Most of the other pieces were painted 

by Rembrandt’s teachers and students, covering themes such as history and social customs.  

 

Along with these boxes came several Chinese customs officers. In accordance with regulations, 

imported and exported goods had to be opened for inspection and pass through customs. Given 

the special nature of the shipment, customs officers arrived directly at the exhibition hall and 

performed the inspection on site where temperature and humidity are held constant. For most 

Chinese viewers, this by far represents the most significant Rembrandt exhibition ever staged in 

the country. Having worked until 2am for several days, Zhao Ruojuan, Curator at the National 

Museum of China, truly felt the arrival of Rembrandt when she broke the seals to open the 

boxes and revealed the exhibits. 

 

“Low Countries” 

 

Sometime during the first half of 2016, the National Museum of China received word from the 

American Leiden Collection suggesting that it wished to make the museum its second stop on 

the global tour that the exhibition was about to begin. 

 

Prior to that, this private collection had been almost invisible to viewers as such. Since its 

establishment, the Collection had loaned to some 40 museums around the world on more than 

170 occasions. In the owner’s column, an anonymous “private collector” would invariably be 

referenced. To Lara Yeager-Crasselt, Curator of The Leiden Collection, the intention of 

Thomas S. Kaplan was always to encourage people “to pay more attention to the pieces 

themselves, rather than the owner”. 

 



Thomas is a genuine devotee of Rembrandt. Ever since he “met” Rembrandt at the Metropolitan 

Museum of Art at the age of 6, he had remained attracted to the mesmerizing contrast of light 

and shadow so prominent in the master’s works. As a young boy, he even insisted on visiting 

Amsterdam because “Rembrandt had lived there”. 

 

In 2003, Thomas acquired a piece by one of Rembrandt’s students. From that point onwards, he 

set off on a journey to collect works by Rembrandt’s teachers, peers, and students. He even 

named his collection after Rembrandt’s hometown of Leiden and proceeded to add to it 

continuously. Over the past 14 years, Thomas has assembled 11 oil paintings by Rembrandt – 

occasionally referring to his frenzied collecting style as “the Raid on Rembrandt.” 

 

Early last year, Thomas finally decided to come out of anonymity, “because it is simply a duty 

to introduce these artists to the greatest numbers.” Organizing a global tour is how he chose to 

reveal himself. Along with experts in the field, he also created an inventory of his paintings – 

centered on Dutch artists from the 17
th

 century – in order to shed more light on the “vivid 

context” which characterizes this particular period. Hence the present exhibition was named 

“Rembrandt and His Time.” 

 

Towards the end of 2016, Zhao Ruojuan received formal notice regarding the preparation for 

the Rembrandt exhibition. She held an initial meeting with representatives of The Leiden 

Collection who, upon inspection of the facilities, felt very comfortable about both the level of 

facilities and safety characteristics of the museum. One of these representatives, Maxim Parr, 

who has remained in Beijing since, would visit often and walk around the various halls. 

 

In February of this year, The Leiden Collection held its “coming out party” at The Louvre 

Museum in Paris, which represented the first exhibition ever organized by foreign collectors at 

the iconic museum. Thirty-three paintings were exhibited in the Sully Wing. Throughout the 

three-month duration of the show, visitors occasionally waited in line for over two hours, just to 

see the works by Rembrandt and other artists from the Dutch Golden Age. Exhibitions covering 

this particular era are indeed quite rare.  

 

Equipped with the experience of having exhibited at Le Louvre, Thomas decided to make the 

China show even more significant, with an eye to displaying as comprehensive a review of the 

Dutch Golden Age as possible. To Zhao Ruojuan, this effort directly addresses a major need. 

For a long time, Chinese viewers indeed have shown greater interest for art works originating 

from America as well as France, Britain, and Germany in Europe – yet know very little about 

the Netherlands. In the eyes of the Chinese public, the denomination of “low countries” is quite 

justified. According to senior art lecturer Liao Fan, the specific period which the “Rembrandt 

and His Time” exhibition focuses on truly represents “the best 100 years in the Netherlands.”  

 

Prior to selecting the works that would compose the National Museum of China exhibition, The 

Leiden Collection spent a long time studying the history of, and the relationship between, the 

Dutch Republic and China in the 17
th

 century. The team developed a special catalogue for the 

occasion, which included another 40 works to reflect the social customs of Dutch society. The 

Leiden Collection covered all shipping and insurance costs – a rarity in the exhibition industry. 

 



Setting up the exhibition required 10 days of work – longer than usual for the museum, which 

typically takes about three days to prepare for most shows. The entire preparation process took 

over a year, similar to the time necessary to organize the sensational “British Museum: A 

History of the World in 100 Objects” exhibition. As the final nail was hammered into the wall, 

the angle of the last lights adjusted, and the more than 70 works put in place, exhibition curator 

Lara could not contain her excitement: “I have never seen so many works of The Leiden 

Collection under one roof. This assemblage shows me the real Dutch Golden Age.” 

 

“Always well regarded” 

 

Before the official opening, the Dutch embassy politely expressed its concern: “would Chinese 

viewers understand Rembrandt?” Zhao Ruojuan responded: “Rembrandt has always been very 

well regarded in China.” In past exhibitions, even one or two Rembrandts only would draw 

huge crowds. This time around, many such works would be displayed under the same roof. 

 

In 2007, when authentic works by Rembrandt made their first appearance in China, the 

renowned Amsterdam Museum presented two of its oil paintings and twenty etchings. For 

Chinese visitors who had longed to experience Rembrandt, this was simply “not enough.” 

 

The second occasion took place in 2013, when the “Dao Fa Zi Ran” exhibition was held at the 

National Museum of China. Among the 127 pieces on display, only one of them was by 

Rembrandt – Flora, which was the only portrait painting in the exhibition. Works by Van Gogh 

and other artists were also featured. During the three months of exhibition, over 320,000 people 

visited. The most popular works turned out to be the two Van Goghs. 

 

Flora was arranged to be shown at the first stage of the exhibition. Yet it became almost 

invisible to some viewers who later complained that they had completely missed it and had to 

go back to find it! Two years later, a selection of sketches by Rembrandt was displayed at the 

Long Museum in Shanghai. 

 

The last themed exhibition available to the Chinese public by an oil painting master comprising 

more than 10 masterpieces on display was the “Monet Special Exhibition” in Shanghai. Over 40 

works by Monet were featured – an extremely rare feat. Following the show, however, what 

remained in people’s minds was that the chosen venue was in fact a shopping mall! The host 

even admitted in an interview that they had deliberately misled the foreign exhibitor. 

 

Not only did the large flow of people, coupled with significant security risks, made the foreign 

exhibitor extremely concerned, but visitors also could not help but question how did the 

organizers dare display these works in such a location. Although the show ended up attracting 

some 400,000 people, which led to some “copy-cat” activities by other major shopping malls in 

Shanghai, it was generally considered a “marketing stunt” and received rather mixed reviews. 

 

Given that opportunities to see western masters remain pretty rare in China, the public is often 

presented with so-called “special exhibitions” which in fact are typically but a pretty name with 

no authentic art work on display. 

 



 

The biggest scam of all: the 2015 “Van Gogh Exhibition” in Shanghai 

 

People who had spent hard-earned money on tickets were greeted by just 35 gigantic high-

definition screens which displayed the images of some 3,000 works related to Van Gogh. Not 

one authentic work by the master was actually present. Some argued that the screens had 

brought his works to life, but others could hardly agree. This type of exhibition, in which 

masterpieces are staged using multimedia, lighting, and sound effects, are common in China.  

 

This time around, the Chinese public is finally presented with an opportunity to experience the 

largest exhibition of authentic works by Rembrandt, right at their doorstep.  

 

According to Liao Fan, Rembrandt has always been a subject of great interest and research in 

China. The “Art Magazine,” which covers mainstream Chinese art, has never stopped reporting 

on Rembrandt since its first publication in 1950. Scholars remain keen on thoroughly studying 

every piece of his work, hoping to discover the secret of his greatness. “It is difficult to 

generalize the method used by such masters. In fact, barring any study or firsthand exposure in 

his studio, how could one really know the way his paintings manipulate colors?” 

 

The facts proved that the Dutch embassy’s concerns were unfounded. The day before the 

official opening, the National Museum of China released the news which instantly gained 

60,000 followers online – most of the comments saying “I will go, just to see Rembrandt.” 

 

“A gentle riposte” 

 

Having understood the tastes of the Chinese public, The Leiden Collection decided to organize 

the works into 6 sections, with almost half of the first three dedicated to Rembrandt. The lead 

painting was a copy by one of Rembrandt’s students – a portrait of the master himself.  

 

Following were three pieces from “The Five Senses” series, which comprise paintings depicting 

the senses of hearing, smell, touch, sight, and taste through professions such as musicians and 

doctors. Unconscious Patient (Allegory of Smell) is the most prominent of the three and 

represents an old lady trying to wake up an unconscious young man using smelling salts, while 

the doctor standing by appears rather useless. 

 

Rembrandt was only 19 when he produced this series of paintings during his studies in 

Amsterdam. The discovery of this particular piece also tells an interesting story. 

 

On 22 September 2015, at an auction house in New Jersey, this painting without a name or 

attribution was initially priced at $500. It did not attract much attention, apart from two 

telephone bidders. The director of the auction house recounted: “everything happened so 

suddenly”. The price jumped from $30,000 to $50,000, and the bidding was described as “an 

extraordinary gamble.” A French gallery eventually bought it for $850,000.  

 

The experts’ verdict only came after the auction ended. This painting in fact turned out to be 

one of the early works by Rembrandt, part of “The Five Senses” series. Originally just twenty to 



thirty centimeters wide, the piece was embedded in another drawing board with the blank space 

filled by someone else. As such, it did not look like an authentic Rembrandt. 

 

The reappearance of a painting that had been lost for three centuries caused an eruption of 

applause and cheers in the auction house. The discovery of an early Rembrandt also made 

headlines in various media.  

 

Soon after Unconscious Patient (Allegory of Smell) was acquired by the French gallery, it was 

resold to Thomas for approximately 5 million dollars. When people removed the yellow residue 

on the canvas, a “RHF” signature was revealed on the upper right corner – leading experts to 

conclude that this piece represented the Dutch master’s earliest signed work. Prior to 2015, this 

painting had never been exhibited. At the National Museum of China, visitors were seen trying 

to press their noses against the glass just to gain a better view. 

 

In this early work, Rembrandt’s renowned use of contrasting light and shadow is not so 

obvious. Viewers that are keen on being exposed to this particular technique will have to seek 

out another painting. 

 

The one we have in mind is Young Girl in a Gold-Trimmed Cloak, which depicts a teenage girl 

with plump, rosy cheeks and highlights the slight pouting of her mouth as well as an apparent 

double chin. Her body seems somewhat twisted, with the left shoulder higher than the right. Her 

golden locks are lifted by wind while the golden trim on her cloak shines through the darkness.  

 

Ironically, we have robbers to thank for this painting appearing in China. 

 

In April 1975, Young Girl in a Gold-Trimmed Cloak was on display at the Boston Museum of 

Fine Arts. Two people came in around noon, one of them wearing a tweed jacket and a hat that 

was kept very low. They headed straight to the painting and removed it from the wall. Although 

the police fired three shots at them, the two men got away with the picture. 

 

A year later, a man wearing a ski mask suddenly appeared while some federal police officers 

were holding a secret meeting in the car park of a restaurant in Boston. He threatened them to 

surrender the keys to the trunk and directed them to the restaurant for further instructions. 

Before long, the officers received a call instructing them to uncover an item in the trunk. As 

they lifted a brown wrapping cloth, they saw the face of a young girl.  

 

Many years later, the infamous art thief admitted that the painting had been returned as a way to 

reduce his prison sentence in relation to another art theft. The painting, which was returned to 

the museum, was auctioned again in 1986. The auctioneer reported a price of $10.5 million – 

the highest price paid that year for the work of a Dutch artist. 

 

Thomas acquired the piece in 2007 and loaned it shortly thereafter to museums in Los Angeles, 

Budapest, and other cities. In February this year, Young Girl in a Gold-Trimmed Cloak 

appeared at The Louvre in Paris. Four months later, it stands in the exhibition hall of the 

National Museum in China. 

 



The girl’s expression is a little mischievous, staring right at the viewer as if about to say 

something. To Zhao Ruojuan, this painting “radiates the (kind of) light that reveals the human 

soul”. Professor Walker of Radboud University Nijmegen adds to the praise, noting that “in 

Rembrandt’s paintings, each image is dynamic and engages the viewer.” 

 

September 3 will mark the last day of the exhibition at the National Museum of China. In 

parallel, The Leiden Collection has been in contact with the Long Museum. Only twenty days 

later, Rembrandt and other 17
th

 century Dutch masters will walk into the Shanghai institution, 

where the show will be held until February 25
th

 2018. 

 

At the moment, curator Lara is busy setting up the exhibition in Shanghai. Four additional 

pieces will be on display at the Long Museum, in order to further deepen the Chinese public’s 

understanding of Dutch art. This includes a sketch by Rembrandt, Young Lion Resting, which 

also happens to be the first piece by the master ever acquired by Thomas.  

 

After Shanghai, these works will continue their global tour and ultimately appear at The Louvre 

Abu Dhabi in the United Arab Emirates. This actually represents Thomas’ ideal exhibition: “As 

war destroys human values and freedoms, this effort constitutes a gentle riposte.” 
 

 


